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Calibrating mixtures of residual gases in quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) can be difficult since

low m/z ratios of molecular ions and their fragments result in overlap of signals especially in the

lower mass regions. This causes problems in univariate calibration methods and encourages use of

full spectral multivariate methods. Experimental assessment of regression methods has limitations

since experimental sources of error can only be minimised and not entirely eliminated. A method of

simulating full spectra at low and high resolution to accurate masses is described and these are

then used for a calibration study of some popular linear regression methods [classical least

squares regression (CLS), partial least squares (PLS), principal component regression (PCR)].
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Quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) is a low-cost mass

spectrometric method with diverse applications. QMS is

traditionally used with a front-end chromatographic separ-

ation technique (e.g. GC/MS, LC/MS). In direct sampling

mass spectrometry, no separation method is applied and all

components reach the analyser simultaneously.

The quadrupole mass filter is commonly used as a residual

gas analyser. It consists of four electrode rods set parallel to

each other in a quadupolar arrangement, to which radio-

frequency (rf) and direct current (dc) voltages are applied.

The resulting electromagnetic fields cause ions injected into

the mass filter with a particular charge-to-mass ratio to have

stable (or unstable) ion trajectories as the dc and rf voltages

are scanned. Ideally, the quadrupole electrodes should

exhibit a hyperbolic profile in which case the ion motion will

be governed by theMathieu equation.1 There are a number of

regions in which the ion motion is stable and these stable

regions (zones) may be represented on the Mathieu stability

diagram. The stability diagrams define parameters, a and q,

which correspond to regions of stable trajectories. The a and

q parameters are defined by:

au ¼ ax ¼ �ay ¼
4eU

mv2r20
(1)

qu ¼ qx ¼ �qy ¼
2eV

mv2r20
(2)

where V is the peak-to-peak rf amplitude,U is the dc voltage

applied between pairs of electrodes of opposite polarity,m is

the ionic mass, e is the electronic charge, v is the angular

frequency of the rf voltage and r0 is the inner radius of the

quadrupole.
ndence to: P. G. Turner, Department of Electrical Engin-
d Electronics, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69

hillturner@hotmail.com; s.taylor@liv.ac.uk
Computer simulations of quadrupole systems2–7 simulate

individual ion motion through the analyser. Calculating the

trajectories of large numbers of ions (e.g. 106) at each point on

the mass scale then allows mass spectral peak shape and

resolution variations to be theoretically simulated.

Although most commercial QMS instruments operate in

zone I of theMathieu stability diagram (a¼ 0.23 and q¼ 0.71),

other zones can also be used to produce mass spectra. High

resolution is achievable in zones II, III and IV.7–9 This study

incorporates zone I and zone III simulations (a,q �3,3). Zone

III has the ability to resolve components such as COþ

(mass-to-charge ratio (m/z)¼ 27.9949) and Nþ
2 (m/z 28.0061)10

and CHþ
3 (m/z 15.0235) and 15Nþ (m/z 15.0001).11 Using the

QMS zone IV (a,q¼ 0.002,21.3) with an ion energy of 40 eV a

resolution at half-height (R1/2) of 13 900 for the
39Kþ ions has

been achieved.9 In zones III and IV operation at high ion

energies is usual.

Such high-resolution QMS can considerably increase the

number of peaks within the spectrum, even for low

molecular weight residual gases. These peaks occur due to

isotopic combinations. For example, a carbonmonoxide (CO)

spectrum displays a single isotopic peak at mass 29 on a

low-resolution QMS instrument (e.g. R1/2< 1000); however,

for R1/2> 30 000, two peaks would be resolved correspond-

ing to the isotopic species combination: 13C16Oþ (m/z 28.9983)

and 12C17Oþ (m/z 28.9991).

The additional peaks in the spectrum observed using

high-resolution instruments (R> 1000) should improve the

performance of chemometric/multivariate calibration

methods by making spectra more distinguishable. A con-

sequence of operating at higher resolution, however, is the

requirement for more data points per mass unit to ensure

there are enough points to characterise the high-resolution
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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peaks. The corresponding data file sizes are therefore

significantly larger.

Experimental mass spectra will vary due to instrumental

parameters, ion source settings, electron energy and, in

addition, to measurement factors, gas composition, press-

ures, temperature, and vacuum stability. The final mass

spectrummay be considered to be a linear combination of the

pure component spectra, at their respective partial pressures.

In this paper we extend our simulation method used

previously for the study of single mass peaks2–4 by

generation of full scale mass spectra that also incorporate

isotopic components and combinations. Simulations are

presented for higher resolution (zone III) and normal

operating region (zone I) spectra. The resulting simulation

spectra are then used to assess commonly used multivariate

chemometric methods. These methods are of increasing

importance as QMS systems are now frequently employed as

‘electronic noses’ (e-noses) in a range of applications. Within

this study we also apply our model to consider the

improvements in calibration that may be offered when

using high-resolution QMS.
CALIBRATION OF QMS SYSTEMS

Quadrupole mass spectrometers can be difficult to calibrate

and there are recommended methods to be followed.12,13

Early chemometric methods were limited in the amounts of

data that could be applied to the calibration.14 Multivariate

quantitative approaches to mass spectrometry have arisen

through the use of algorithms attempting to fit several

calibration spectra to a single sample spectrum.

Multivariate methods are able to analyze a number of

components simultaneously and to employ the entire

spectrum of concentrations instead of a single concentration.

Univariate methods, on the other hand, are simple models

restricted to the analysis of single components. In algorithmic

terms, the former type allows prediction of multiple outputs,

while the latter of a single output only. Mass scales in mass

spectrometry also require calibration as they are prone to

mass misalignment. Mass calibration is not considered here

as this work is concerned with quantifying measured gas

concentrations. The impact of higher mass resolution

operation on quantifying concentrations is assessed.

Multivariate methods can avoid tuning errors and

eliminate the need to manually and regularly tune the mass

range. In multivariate analysis the full spectrum is used in

the calibration andmisalignment in a samplewill be identical

to that in the calibration standard. Additionally, using full

analogue mass spectra (typically >16 sample points for each

atomic mass unit) avoids having to manually select the

relevant and required masses.

In this study several traditionally used calibration

methods are assessed. Principal component regression

(PCR), partial least squares (PLS), classical least squares

regression (CLS) and ordinary least squares regression

(OLS)15 are compared and contrasted. OLS calibration

models are built using only pure components. Thus OLS

is often a preferred calibration method in mass spectrometry

due to its simplicity and avoidance of expensive calibration

mixtures. There are many publications comparing these
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
multivariate techniques, in the domains of NMR, IR and

UV-VIS spectroscopy.16 In this paper spectra are simulated to

assess these calibration methods specifically for residual gas

analysis (RGA) using QMS.
PRINCIPLES OF CALIBRATION METHODS

Calibration data containing the concentrations of each

component present in a mixture can be tabulated. The table

of concentration values can be also expressed as a data

matrix. Each row of the data matrix represents each

calibration sample with the corresponding concentrations

in each column. This information forms the data matrix X.

When a gas mixture is measured (corresponding to each row

of X) each spectrum is expressed as a vector y and all the

vectors are combined to form data matrix Y.

The two matrices are related since the signal intensities in

Y correspond to the concentrations in X:

Y ¼ XBþ E (3)

where matrix E contains the associated errors and B are the

regression coefficients. An approximation can be calculated

using the least squares method such that:

B̂ ¼ ðXTXÞ�1XTY (4)

The constituents of matrix X are a set of real numbers

ðxij 2 <Þ. For a given matrix X, dimensions (n�d) can be

plotted in a d-dimensional space. In some situations d is

higher than needed; for example, data on a plane in a

three-dimensional space can be projected onto two dimen-

sionswith no loss in information. PLS and PCRmethods17 act

to reduce the dimensionality of the data represented by X.

Problems can occur with colinearity but PCR and PLS avoid

this as the eigenvectors are constrained to be orthogonal.

PCR is based on the fact that the eigenvectors which

correspond to the largest eigenvalues are the directions that

explain best the data variance, while the eigenvalues signify

the amount of the variance contained in those directions.

Thus, by ignoring dimensions with minor variance contri-

butions, the dimensionality of X is reduced by linearly

projecting the data on a subspace. This subspace defined by

the orthogonal basis is taken to be the significant eigenvec-

tors. Subsequently, the regression in (3) can be implemented

in this new space with the likely data correlations removed.

PLS is also based on linear combinations of the regression

inputs but, in addition to X, it also uses the information in Y.

PLS recovers directions in the data space that have high

variance of the projected X and also high correlation with the

response Y, while PCA is only concerned with high variance

in the input space. In this study, fast PLS methods have been

used as a result of the largeY datamatrices.18 All calculations

were carried out in MATLAB.19

For factor-based methods the number of factors retained

will alter the prediction values. The decision on the number

of factors to be retained was carried out by cross-validation.

Factor-based methods (PLS and PCR) remove redundant

information in X and Y matrices, i.e. noise contributions and

correlations. This improves the quality of regression

coefficients and consequently the calibration.
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The multivariate methods here rely on the mass spec-

trometer system behaving linearly. For each calibration,

errors of prediction (RMSEP) are evaluated using the

training/calibration data set Xcal and an independent test

set Xtest. The RMSEP value provides a performance indicator

of the calibration; the lower the RMSEP value the better the

calibration (using calibration data A):

RMSEP ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn
i¼1

ðai � âiÞ2

n

vuuut
(5)

where âi are the predicted concentration values and ai the

true concentrations in the ith mixture. Here n is the number of

samples.
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RESULTS

Isotopic ratio calculations
Any mass spectral simulation method has to be specific to a

measurement situation, incorporating both instrumental

factors and the measurement conditions. To assess calibra-

tions with simulated data, the data must be representative of

true mass spectrometry measurements.

The first objective in preparing the simulated spectra is to

determine the position of all the spectral peaks on the mass

scale and then their corresponding signal intensities. This

involves including the isotopic data to determine the accurate

mass for each atomic combination. This can result in complex

peak patterns which are closely spaced along the mass scale.

The isotopic ratios were taken from Rockwood et al.20

The atomic composition of each molecular fragment was

identified prior to calculation of the isotopic ratios. First the

ratios for each atom typewere calculated and then thesewere

combined with the calculated ratios of other atom types

within a given molecule or fragment. To produce simulated

spectra three different scenarios have been considered and

incorporated:
(i) Io
Copy
ns consisting of a single atom (e.g. Ar); in this case the

accurate masses of each isotope can be used directly

with no further calculations required.
38 40 42 58 60 62
0

(ii) Io
8

(m/z)

ns containing multiple atoms each with two isotopes,

(e.g. CH4 with isotope ratios: 12C/13C, 1H/2H); in this

case the isotopic masses and abundances were calcu-

lated using the binomial expansion.
(iii) Io
6

ss
io

n

ns containing multiple atoms each with three or more

isotopes (e.g. 16O/17O/18O); these were accommodated

using a polynomial expansion (e.g. for O2 in CO2).
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Figure 1. Simulated mass spectrum peaks at m/z 40 and 60

for two different zone I scan lines.
The ratios of the fragments were deduced from NIST mass

spectral data.22 The isotope calculations were then combined

into a single data matrix representing the ratios of fragments

and containing all the spectral peak positions on the mass

scale and their corresponding signal intensities.

Characterising QMS scan lines
Our quadrupole simulation program has previously been

successfully used to model single mass spectral peaks for

QMS.2–4,6 Correct voltage ratios (U/V), electrode geometries

(hyperbolic and circular electrodes), rf frequency and ion
right # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
source parameters are all incorporated into the model. To

simulate gas mixtures (multiple peak mass spectra) with

>500 data points per atomic mass unit (amu), a 0–60 amu (m/

z 0–60) mass spectrumwould require computational times of

several weeks on a Pentium 4 desktop PC. Instead a method

of generating spectra using a characterisation set has been

used. In this approach a number of mass spectral peaks were

simulated across the required mass range so that the changes

in peak shape trends with increasing mass could be

identified and modelled.

QMS peak shapes are dependent upon the rf (V) and dc (U)

voltage ratios (scan line) applied to the quadrupole electrode

rods. Changes to theU:V scan line affect the peak shape,width

(resolution) and peak height (sensitivity), and these

parameters may also vary with increasing mass. For each

differentU:V scan line used in the simulation, (zone I and zone

III), the changes in peak width, height and shape with

increasing m/z value were recorded and the resulting values

fitted with a polynomial expression in MATLAB. Other mass

spectral peaks in the spectrum were then calculated by this

polynomial expression if the peak height (signal intensity)was

known. Such polynomial characterisation of the peaks in a

mass range avoids the need to simulate all peaks in every

individual gas spectrum required. This method is generic and

can be used to form any mass spectra for any U:V scan line.

The method is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 both the

upper and lower graphs show zone I simulated peaks at m/z

values of 40 and 60. The upper figure shows the data for a
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2007; 21: 305–313
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Table 1. QMS parameters used in the simulation of mass

spectral peaks

Parameter Settings

Analyser length 150mm
RF 3.5MHz
r0 (rod separation) 1mm
Exit plate radius 2.0mm
Electrode shape Hyperbolic
Source radius 0.2mm
Points per mass unit 750
Number of ions 106

Low-resolution High-resolution

Ions 6 eV 15 eV
Ion energy spread 0 eV 0 eV
U:V ratio V/U¼ 5.958 V/U¼ 2.044
Scan line U¼ 0.1678V U¼ 0.4892V
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scan line U¼ 0.16784V� 0.02. In this case the two peaks are

identical in shape, with a constant peak width, DM¼ 0.5m/z

units at 50% peak height for both peaks; however, there is

resolution variation. The lower figure shows a scan line of

U¼ 0.166V. In this case the resolution is constant but the

peak width increases significantly with the m/z 40 and 60

peaks having DM values of 0.7 to 0.9m/z units, respectively.

Comparing the upper and lower graphs, the peaks in the

lower figure show greater intensity. This is because the angle

at which the scan line intersects the Mathieu stability region

for a particular ion will determine the resultant peak height.

The simulated peaks show some slight noise; this simply

results from the repeated calculation of 105 ion trajectories at

each point on the mass scale.

Mass spectral peaks do not always appear Gaussian in

shape, and Fig. 2 shows an example of a skewed mass peak.

In this case the peak shape may be further characterised by

the ratio of the width of the low mass side to the upper mass

side. The peak from the baseline to the tip of the peak is

divided into 1000 equally spaced segments. For each segment

the changes in width and shape are recorded. This is carried

out for each of the peaks across themass range to characterise

these changes with increasing mass. The changes across the

mass range are then fitted using a polynomial equation.

The simulation parameters are different for zone I

(low-resolution) and zone III (high-resolution) simulations.

The ion energies and scan lines used are shown in Table 1.

The polynomial fits for width, shape and sensitivity can

easily be combined with the calculated isotopic abundance

data that contains all the mass positions and peak ratios.

Analogue spectra are then generated for all the residual gas

molecules required; this method applies to both low- and

high-resolution data. From the generated spectra for each

pure component required, the resulting spectra can be

combined in any ratio to represent a mass spectrum of any

given mixture of residual gases.

The resulting simulated spectra are free from ion source

misalignment, detector drift and other experimental error

contributions. The effects of these and baseline, interfering

species, and nonlinearity can be incorporated into the
(m/z)
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Figure 2. A mass peak with low mass side tailing and the

information required to characterise changing peak trends

with mass.

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
simulated spectra in a controlled manner so the multivariate

calibration method adopted can then be fully assessed, for a

given data set.

Generation of calibration and testing data sets
To generate the calibration data, concentrations of calibration

mixtures (in X) can be fixed (to incorporate experimental

design) or generated randomly. These corresponding

concentration matrices are then used to generate the spectra

calibration data. Here we have used two data sets: a

three-component mixture (Table 2) and a ten-component

mixture (Table 3). For the spectra to test the calibrations 250

target testing spectra were generated randomly for the

three-component mixture and 1000 test spectra were

generated for the ten-component mixture. Randomly gen-

erating all ofX (ensuring that the sum of the concentrations of

components summed to 100%) did not provide a suitable

spread of high concentration values for the ten-component

mixture. Therefore, for the ten-component mixture formed

from the X matrix, the first two columns, X1 and X2, are

randomly generated but, since these are equal to or less than

100%, the remainders of each row X3–10 are generated to sum

to 100� (X1þX2). This results in X1 and X2 values varying

independently from those in columns X3–10. The high values
Table 2. Composition of the three-component mixture of

ethane, ethene and methane used to generate the calibration

spectra

Spectrum
no.

Molar
% ethane

Molar
% ethene

Molar
% methane

1 50 50 0
2 50 0 50
3 70 15 15
4 15 70 15
5 15 15 70
6 100 0 0
7 100 0 0
8 0 0 100
9 33 33 33
10 24 45 31
11 0 100 0
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Table 3. Composition of the ten-component mixture used to generate calibration spectra

Spectrum no.

CO2 N2 O2 CO CH4 Ar C2H6 C2H4 C3H6 H2O

Molar % level concentration

1 0 0.5 1 2 4.5 7 11 14 20 40
2 40 0 0.5 1 2 4.5 7 11 14 20
3 20 40 0 0.5 1 2 4.5 7 11 14
4 14 20 40 0 0.5 1 2 4.5 7 11
5 11 14 20 40 0 0.5 1 2 4.5 7
6 7 11 14 20 40 0 0.5 1 2 4.5
7 4.5 7 11 14 20 40 0 0.5 1 2
8 2 4.5 7 11 14 20 40 0 0.5 1
9 1 2 4.5 7 11 14 20 40 0 0.5
10 0.5 1 2 4.5 7 11 14 20 40 0
11 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
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occurmore frequently in theXmatrixwhereas previously the

high values were suppressed.

The X matrix is then ‘shuffled’ (using the MATLAB

function) in the row direction before preparing the test

spectra, ensuring that the values are randomly sorted and

that each component has an equal chance of being present at

high or low concentration levels.
DISCUSSION

Comparison of a simulated spectrum with
experiment
Figure 3 shows a comparison of a simulated spectrum for

propane, obtained using the approach described above, with

an experimentally recorded spectrum. The experimental

spectrum was obtained by sampling from a fixed flow of

propane, certified to 99.97% (supplied by Aldrich, Gilling-

ham, UK). The spectrum was recorded using a commercial

QMS system (Pfieffer QS422 fitted with capillary inlet;

Pfeiffer, Nashua, NH, USA). The figure also shows the mass

spectrum of propane obtained from the NIST mass spectral

library. NIST data is used due to the availability of the

information for a large variety of molecules. The fragment

ions of propane span a suitable mass range and all three

spectra have been normalised so that the base peak signal

intensity equals unity in each case. There is no difference

between the NIST and simulated spectral intensities as the

NIST data were used to provide the fragmentation ratios for

the simulation. The experimental data show different

fragmentation ratios from the NIST data. Furthermore, the

NIST propane spectrum has peaks at mass 19 and 20, and it is

unclear where these would have originated. Peaks at mass 19

and 20 are not evident in the experimental data and were

therefore omitted in the simulated spectrum. The voltage

scan lines used for the simulated data ensured that the peak

intensities/sensitivity remained constant across the mass
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
range. The agreement between the simulated and exper-

imental spectra in terms of peak shape, resolution and m/z

position is good and this establishes the feasibility of the

simulation model.

In the experimentally recorded spectrum shown in Fig. 3,

water (m/z 16–18), oxygen (m/z 32), and argon (m/z 36 and 38)

are all present and may be attributed to the background

pressure in the vacuum system or to contaminants in the

propane standard. Contributions for Nþ
2 (m/z 28) and Arþ (m/

z 40) will overlap with the propane peaks.

Figure 4 compares the simulation of low-resolution

(zone I) and high-resolution (zone III) spectra using a

four-component mixture of CO2, CO, N2 and propane, with

each component present at 25%. The zone III higher

resolution operation shows peak splitting at mass 28. This

appears as a single broad peak in the low-resolution data.

The components of the mass 28 peak arise from COþ (m/z

27.99), C2H
þ
4 (m/z 28.01), and Nþ

2 (m/z 28.03). Individual

components are only distinguished using high-resolution

spectra. Such features arising from zone III can be seen at

mass 29.

The same four-component mixture at low resolution

(zone I) for the 0–20 mass range with normalised trans-

mission is shown in Fig. 5. The upper spectrum shows the

resulting spectrum following addition of background and

noise to the lower spectrum. The water background

constituents are apparent at m/z 17 and 18. It is significant

that the molecular ion of water is comparable in signal

intensity to the fragment ions of the other analyte

components, even though the background is added at only

10% of the total pressure (Fig. 5).
Calibration testing using simulated data
To test the different calibration models a three-component

hydrocarbon mixture was considered (ethane, ethene and
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2007; 21: 305–313
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Figure 3. A simulated spectrum, experimentally recorded data and NIST library entry for propane.
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methane). The spectra were all produced via the simulation

process and then combined according to the concentrations

shown in Table 2.

Calibrations were then performed on this data using the

regression methods described earlier. Once the regression

coefficients were obtained, the calibration models were

tested on 250 randomly generated spectral mixtures. The

errors between the predicted concentration values and the
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actual concentration of the target values are expressed as

RMSEP values, with lower RMSEP values indicating an

improved calibration performance. The three-component

mixture retained the first three factors in all instances when

performing the factor-based calibrations (PCA and PLS). The

RMSEP values were determined for error-free calibrations

(i.e. no added noise or background) and gave a maximum

value of 3.4� 10�12.
28.6 28.8 29 29.2
(m/z)

zone I
Zone III

 CO / 25% propane / 25% CO2 / 25% N2    

w- and high-resolution data for a four-

ne, each component is present at 25%.
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same spectrum with addition of noise and background constituents; trace is offset in y for

clarity.

Table 4. Summary of noise effects on a ten-component calibration using low-resolution mass spectra

Data points (per m/z) Method

RMSEP

1 16 32 64 128

1% noise CLS 1.9814 1.0982 0.7927 0.54593 0.67990
PLS 1.9994 1.1104 0.7950 0.54713 0.68055
PCR 1.9785 1.0973 0.7926 0.54578 0.67981
OLS 2.1058 1.2424 0.8672 0.62157 0.75062

0.1% noise CLS 0.2019 0.0589 0.0408 0.0280 0.0206
PLS 0.2021 0.0589 0.0409 0.0280 0.0205
PCR 0.2019 0.0589 0.0408 0.0280 0.0205
OLS 0.2123 0.0606 0.0424 0.0286 0.0207

Table 5. Composition of components in the background

spectra

Background N2 O2 CO2 Ar H2O

(1) 43.3 11.1 0.6 0.6 44.4
(2) 70.9 18.2 0.9 0.9 9.1
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Effects of sampling rate and noise on
calibration
The effects of noise on RMSEP values for the ten-component

calibrations are shown in Table 4. The sampling rates were

chosen to match those available on commercially available

instruments, typically a maximum of 64 data points per mass

unit. From Table 4 it can be seen that the general trend from

the results is that increasing the sampling rate has reduced

the effects of noise on the calibration at both the 0.1% and 1%

noise levels. Increasing the noise levels adversely affects the

calibration. For a 1% noise level 128 data points gave no

calibration improvement over 64 data points; the noise is

added randomly so variations in RMSEP results can occur.

Noise in the calibration data is more significant than in the

test data and the effect of noise may be reduced by averaging

multiple scans before determining the regression coeffi-

cients.

Background effects
The background spectra are measured spectra with no gas

components added to the vacuum system. It represents the
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
base pressure (lowest obtainable pressure) of the vacuum

system. The background can be constant or drift and is also

subject to composition changes, e.g. experimentally back-

ground levels of water vary over time. Traditionally, the

background pressure spectrum is subtracted from the

measured sample spectra; however, this is problematic if

there is drift or change in its composition. Levels drift

severely following instrument start-up. Simulated back-

ground spectra were generated according to the compo-

sitions shown in Table 5.

The background spectra were added to calibration spectra

and target test spectra at a chosen percentage level. The

background spectra can be scaled to represent changes in

base pressure; the additional background (2) (Table 5) was
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2007; 21: 305–313
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Table 6. Effects of background on average RMSEP values for low- and high-resolution QMS data for the three-component

mixture (ethane, ethene, methane)

Points CLS PLS PCR OLS

Changing background composition at a nondrifting base pressure (5%)
Low-resolution 64 1.2530 1.253 1.1253 1.1273

128 1.2363 1.2363 1.2363 1.1133
High-resolution 64 0.0956 0.0956 0.0956 0.0945

128 0.1001 0.1001 0.1001 0.0863
Changing background composition at a drifting base pressure (20 to 5%)
Low-resolution 64 5.1505 5.1505 5.1505 4.7416

128 5.0917 5.0917 5.0917 4.8340
High-resolution 64 1.006 1.006 1.006 0.7271

128 3.1064 3.1064 3.1064 2.1610
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required to represent a change in the composition of the

background. Background (1) has a higher level of water,

generally seen in instruments shortly after start-up. Exper-

imentally, these water levels are reduced by baking the

vacuum system at elevated temperatures and by continued

operation.

Constant background at constant composition showed no

effect on the calibration methods. This is true when the

background was present at 20% or 5% and all RMSEP errors

were below 10�12. The results for varying background

pressure and composition are shown in Table 6 for the

three-component mixture. Varying background adversely

affects these calibrations. It should be noted that the higher

resolution zone III operation is less sensitive to the

background variations. This is due to the increased ability

to differentiate between background species and the analyte

gases when operating at high resolution.

An alternative to background subtraction is that the

background components are incorporated into the cali-

bration matrices X and Y. This was the case for the

ten-component mixture (Table 3); constant pressures at

constant composition produced RMSEP values below 10�12.

All calibration methods produced identical results for

varying background composition and at constant 5% level

the RMSEP was 0.7177 for all methods at 1, 64 and 128 data

points per mass unit. For varying composition and varying

pressure (20 to 5%) again all the results were identical for all

sampling rates with a RMSEP of 2.6647.

With the ten-component mixture, despite increasing the

number of gas components, the RMSEP values are reduced

by incorporating the atmospheric components into the

calibration. If the background composition and pressure

remain constant the atmospheric components may then be

omitted from the calibration of the mass spectrometer.
CONCLUSIONS

A convenient method for simulating full analogue quadru-

pole mass spectra over a given mass range has been

implemented. Generation of such simulated multiple peak

mass spectra from mixtures of residual gases is shown to be

possible on a desktop PC. Time-consuming full mass range

simulations are avoided by characterisation using a smaller

number of representative peaks across the mass range and
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polynomial fitting to characterise peak width, height and

shape. Good agreement with an experimentally obtained

spectrum (propane) is shown. The method has also been

used to generate high-resolution spectra for zone III of the

Mathieu stability diagrams. The ability to generate suchmass

spectra allows the testing of calibration procedures in

experimental systems.

The simulated spectra were then used to evaluate the

effects of background species. Upon calibration, nonchan-

ging backgrounds (i.e. gas composition and pressure

constant) were found to have virtually no effect on the

calibration methods used for low- (zone I) or high-resolution

(zone III) mass spectra. In practice these background

variations will occur and must be considered when choosing

a calibration model for an experimental procedure. While

background and noise contributions have been investigated

there is further scope for studies of noise variation with mass

(or increasing rf voltage) and nonlinear pressure effects.

The multivariate calibration methods CLS, PLS, OLS and

PCR were evaluated using the simulated spectra with the

different errors incorporated. Factor-based methods (PCR

and PLS) are generally regarded as having improved

performance over the simpler least squares methods. Here,

however, the multivariate regression methods were virtually

indistinguishable with regard to background effects and

randomly added noise, OLS performing marginally worse

than the other methods.

An important conclusion of this study is the enhanced

performance of calibrations when high-resolution zone III

data are employed. Such high-resolution spectra perform

better for nondrifting background pressure and also when

both the composition and the pressure of the background

vary.
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